
Waiting for more awakened souls...presentation starting shortly after 19:00 GMT…
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Exiting The 
System
A NEWBIES GUIDE TO WAKING UP

“The secret of freedom lies in 
educating people, whereas the 
secret of tyranny is in keeping 

them ignorant” 

~Maximilien Robespierre
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Using Discord

Q&A
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Disclaimer

We are not legal or 
lawful advisors.

This recording is for 
entertainment 
purposes only.

We cannot be held 
responsible for 
errors.

We have no law 
qualifications.

DO YOUR OWN 
RESEARCH

ALL RIGHTS 
RESERVED
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Recording

This zoom call is being recorded 
for the benefit of people who are 
unable to attend. 

If you wish to remain anonymous, 
please turn off your camera and 
change the name on your screen.
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Housekeeping

 Please

 Mute yourself unless you are speaking

 Use the raise hand function to ask a question

 Uphold the Common Law principle of standing 
in honour by respecting all members and 
opinions

 Use the chat function, this will be downloaded 
and shared afterwards also
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Are you ready?



Stuff to be aware of

 Transition Phase
 Global resets tend to happen every 70 

years +/- 20 years

 Robert O’Deck and KT: 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/5fjIzrpB
sqO5/

 Operation Lockstep 
 https://principia-scientific.com/2010-

rockefellers-operation-lockstep-predicted-
2020-lockdown/

 Event 201
 https://sociable.co/government-and-

policy/timeline-great-reset-agenda-event-
201-pandemic-2020/
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UN Agenda 21 and 2030

 UN Agenda 21 and 2030

 21/30 “Sustainable Development”

 179 nations have signed up (1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro)
 All 193 member states signed up in 2015

 Current lifestyles and consumption patterns of the affluent middle class — involving high meat intake, 
use of fossil fuels, appliances, air conditioning, and suburban housing – are not sustainable.” (At the 
Rio Earth Summit). 

 “In searching for a new enemy to unite us, we came up with the idea that …. the threat of global 
warming would fit the bill ….. the real enemy then is humanity itself …..we believe humanity requires 
a common motivation, namely a common adversary in order to realise world government. It does not 
matter if this common enemy is a real one or …..one invented for the purpose.” (Maurice Strong at 
the Club of Rome)

 change our lives in accordance with the United Nation’s vision of a one world government controlled 
by a few. Under the guise of saving the planet from the destructive humans, private property must be 
abolished; everybody must live in mixed-use zones, five-minute walk from work and school, moving 
about on public buses or light rail. Land must be given back to its intended wilderness. 
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 According to Donna Holt’s data, in June 2008, The One Planet Communities proposed the
following:
- 58 percent less electricity
- 65 percent vehicle mileage down time
- 23 gallons/water less per person
- 50 percent reduction in car ownership
- 40 percent increase in electric car solar powered charging stations
- Reduction of footprint from 6 homes to 2 homes by 2020
- Stacked homes to avoid expansion of housing developments
- Five minute lifestyle (5 minute walk or bike from your home to shop, work, live, go to school)
- Walk or bike within the community
- Car-sharing for short distances or from one stacked community to another
- High speed rail for longer distances
- Car ownership will disappear
- UN Agenda 21-driven on-going developments, indoctrination, laws, and industry regulation 
have
profound consequences in our country:
- Sustainability is taught k-12, colleges, and universities
- Colleges teach how to “build earth’s sustainable workforce,” “sustainability manager for 
carbon
accounting,” “corporate sustainability manager,” “energy auditor,” “engineering sustainably 
certified
homes,” to name just a few
- Children are well indoctrinated into Sustainable Development practices
- Government schemes to control future use of agricultural land and water through the recently
passed White House Rural Council
- San Joachim Valley in California was turned into a virtual dust bowl when water was denied to
farmers in order to protect the delta smelt; 40,000 people became unemployed; less vegetables 
and
fruits resulted in higher prices
- Regulatory taking of land
- Rationing of water, electricity, and fuel
- Expensive retrofitting of homes – people will be forced to leave their homes if they cannot 
afford
the expensive retrofitting
- Denied building permits and thus land is deemed worthless
- Private property abolished to prevent urban sprawl
- Land shortage
- High density living
- Megacities regionalism will replace local and state governments. 



Read between the lines:

 You won’t be able to own your own home

 Will not be allowed a car

 Use a train for travelling long distances

 Not allowed to grow your own healthy vegetables, will only be able to eat their GM foods

 Electricity and gas rationed by smart meters

 All to live in high rise apartments

 Not allowed to live in or even go to the countryside

 Elite unaffected and will control all of the resources on the planet

 http://www.searchforthetruth.co.uk/agenda-21
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WEF
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How?

o Debt slavery
o Make everyone reliant on handouts

o Destroy businesses

o Increase debt

o Increase taxes and fines

o Force poor health
o Poison vaccines

o Poison through foods

o Chemicals (i.e fluoride in toothpaste)

o Lockdowns

o Immune system weakening

o Handouts then become conditional 

o Hand over property

o Move to stacked homes

o More control
o Control energy and production

o Control transportation, industry, food production

o Control development, water availability

o Control population size and growth

o Digital ID’s

o Transhumanism
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“Fear always works to influence 
the population, when the 

population is uneducated”

~Maximilien Robespierre



Social Control in 
China

 Social credit scheme
 Social shaming
 Top citizens are award bonus points
 ‘Non-compliants’ banned from travel, attending 

school/universities
 Health passports
 Mass surveillance
 Facial recognition and tracking
 https://www.news.com.au/technology/online/big-

brother-chinas-chilling-dictatorship-moves-to-
introduce-scorecards-to-control-everyone/news-
story/6c821cbf15378ab0d3eeb3ec3dc98abf

 Organ harvesting camps
 Falun Gong Buddhists
 Muslims
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CV19?
 Germ Theory of Disease

 Louis Pasteur
 Infections of micro-organisms
 Last words ”Le microbe n’est rien, le terrain est tout” - The microbe 

is nothing, the terrain is everything

 Terrain Theory
 Initiated Claude Bernard and later built upon by Antoine Bechamp
 Treat the patient not the infection
 Weakened immune system, Colds and flus are body detox
 Lack of nutrients and vitamins (particularly vit D)
 Allergens and poisons – food, water & air

 Insects
 Industrial poisons
 Bacterial toxins
 Vaccinations
 drugs

 Radiation (5G)
 Electro-smog

 Exosomes
 Intercellular communication
 Only isolated ‘virus’ cells were actually exosomes
 Exosomes are good – wrap up toxic cells and message for the body 

to detox – protection mechanism
 Testing

 PCR tests only show exosomes 
 False positives
 Lateral flow – antigen detector
 No virus has ever been isolated

 How can they make a vaccine without the virus?
 HIV AIDS

 The only isolation was a ‘probably’
 Tests unreliable
 Amo nitrate (Poppers) caused sores then the medication was killing 

the ‘infected’
 AZT
 Correlations between poverty and HIV AIDS Empowering Communities Discord Group: https://discord.gg/TAp2S9RWfe :trina-jean



Fertility

 Kenyan doctors find anti-fertility agent in UN tetanus vaccine 
October 2014

 https://www.globalresearch.ca/mass-sterilization-kenyan-doctors-
find-anti-fertility-agent-un-tetanus-vaccine-2/5678295

 Glaxo Smith-Kline whistle-blower

 hCG Antigen

 Vaccination against hCG has been shown to block fertility in the 
marmoset, the baboon, and the rhesus monkey

 https://healthimpactnews.com/2020/breaking-uk-first-to-approve-
pfizer-covid-vaccine-as-former-head-of-pfizer-research-says-vaccine-
can-make-females-infertile/
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You need knowledge to be 
able to avoid this
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Entrapment
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This is how commerce works:

Living wo/man                                                  Living wo/man

Corporation                                                       Corporation

Corporation                                                 Living wo/man
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Hierarchy of Authority
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The Creator

The Living Man or Woman

Government

Corporations

FACT

FICTION

Common Law

Legal Policies

Rules

Law of the land

Admiralty/Maritime Law

Wo/man cannot be 
ruled by something they 

have created



How are artifical constructs 
telling living wo/man what to 

do?
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Joanne of the family 
Bloggs (WOMAN(baby at the time))

=

Miss Joanne BLOGGS
(a trust/corporation)

A PERSON
legal 
fiction/strawman
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Valid 
Contracts

 Parties competent to contract

 Free and genuine consent

 Full disclosure

 Valuable consideration

 Certainty of terms

 Meeting of the minds

 Autograph or signatures

 Privity of contracts
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Trust Law

 Your ALL CAPS NAME is a trust

 3 objects in a trust

 Settlor

 Trustees

 Beneficiaries

 Parties of the trust don’t need to know 
they are part of a trust
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PROPERTY

Settlor

Beneficiary Trustee

Legal Fiction



and…

you thought 
slavery was 
abolished…
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“Knowledge makes a man unfit to be a slave”
~Frederick Douglas



US: SLAVERS FLOOD BLACK 
COMMUNITIES WITH DRUGS AS 
PRISONERS ARE CHEAP LABOUR
Slavery by another name – Douglas A Blackmon

You tube

PBS Documentary

https://www.freedomunited.org/prison-labor-and-modern-slavery/

Human trafficking

Sex trade

Red markets
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Commerce

Precious metals used for trading
Goldsmiths pressed precious metals into 

coins
Vaults to keep coins safe = BANKS
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Goldsmiths issued receipts and these became 
promissory notes.

Promissory notes easier to carry and trade

Print more promissory notes than the gold they 
have, as long as the promissory notes remain in 
circulation

Fractional Reserve
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Legal fiction = Trust

Birth certificate                                    Bonds (Bondage)

Sweat equity bonds
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Earths Resources

Oil
Gas
Precious Metals

Energy of living souls

SWEAT EQUITY
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Sweat equity bonds are the ‘promise’ of your 
energy

YOU
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Your sweat equity bonds are traded on the 
stock market

Worth millions, if not billions
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4 Major Phases of Human Farming
 Phase 1

 Ancient Egypt

 Direct and brutal human compulsion

 Under productive

 Required enormous resources to control

 Phase 2

 Roman model

 Some capacity for freedom

 Raised productivity

 Collapsed

 Phase 3

 Feudal model

 Taxation

 Continual subdivision of productive land

 Broke down – enclosure movement

 Phase 4

 Democratic model

 Displaced peasants – huge stock of cheap human capital

 Ruling class realized they could make more money by letting their livestock choose their own 
occupations

 Mafia model
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How do they make you 
‘realise’ the promise of 

your energy?

 Control

 School

 Indoctrination

 Dumbing down

 Conditioning to authority

 Paying slaves to police slaves

 Media

 Distraction

 Shaming

 Industries: (Film, Fashion, Trends)

 Debt creation

DEBT
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How do they keep us as slaves?

Division through distraction

BLM/Masks/Immigration/
Propaganda

Debt

Creating demand

High interest rates

Destroying 
businesses

Consequences

Fines

Threats

Prison
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Banks = Energy pipeline

Use our energy to put money into the bank = Fulfil demand created (Buy stuff)

Debt = energy in advance
credit creation 

So, why are they charging us interest? 

It's our energy!

The energy you are 
going to give them
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The banks are allowed to ‘magic’ money out 
of thin air based on the promise of OUR 

energy.

Promissory notes used to be gold backed. In 
1931 this stopped. Now energy it’s backed.

3 frauds:
Fractional Reserve

Credit Creation
Quantitative Easing
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The commodity of our energy 
is worth more than gold.

93% of all worldwide ‘money’ is figures on a 
screen. 

It is debt. 

It is the promise of our energy.
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It is the system of the paedo vampiric parasites, and 
they take a huge cut of everything

The current financial system is 
called FIAT CURRENCY

Other systems exist - or set up your own!
Trade outside of their system
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How do we break the cycle and free 
ourselves from slavery?

CUT THEM OUT
Take our energy back – work for 

ourselves and trade with each other the 
way we did hundreds of years ago 
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LAW



A brief history 
of Law

 Spirit law, natural law, universal law, common law

 Abrahamic religions

 Hebrews – first recorded bible – book of Exodus - circa 600BCE – Moses (1200 – 600BCE)

 bloodguilt

 Buddhism – Siddhartha Gautama – noble eightfold path 1000 – 500BCE

 MOB 04BCE – Donald the Bald, King of Cornwall, laid out the rules of Common Law (unverified)

 No harm, loss or injury to living souls or their property

 Common Law has it’s origins in thousands of years of history

 1213 King John sold England to the papacy

 1215 Barons and Commoners rose up and forced King John to sign the Magna Carta – a statement of 
common law

 The traditional view makes Magna Carta the direct descendant of Henry Beauclerk’s
Coronation Charter, which is, in turn, regarded as merely an amplification of the old coronation 
oath sworn by the Conqueror and his sons, in terms borrowed from a long line of Anglo–
Saxon kings, stretching back from Edward Confessor to Edgar, Alfred and Egbert, until its 
origin is lost in the mists of antiquity. According to this time–honoured view, which insists on 
an exclusively Anglo–Saxon pedigree for the charters of Norman and Angevin kings, the 
charters of Henry I. and John were regarded as confirmations to the nation at large of the 
essential principles of the old laws of Alfred and of Edward, thus bridging over, alike in form 
and substance, the gulf of the Norman Conquest...“https://oll.libertyfund.org/title/mckechnie-
magna-carta-a-commentary#lf0032_head_015

 1265 Simon de Montfort, in rebellion against Henry III, summoned a Parliament which included for 
the first time, representatives of both the counties and the towns

 1278 The Clerk of the Parliaments began to compile the Rolls of Parliament, the records of 
proceedings, particularly the petitions and acts passed

 1302 Pope Boniface proclaimed himself as ‘King of the World’ and our slavery began

 1474 Court of the Chancery established – in order to bring equitable remedies

 The Chancellor determined petitions based on moral grounds where the rigid Common Law system of case 
precedent was considered inequitable

 1665 The Great Plague (bacteria called yersina pestis which was also responsible for 1348 Black 
Death and the 1855 Bubonic Plague in China) killed a quarter of London’s population

 1666 First false flag event – The Great Fire of London

 Cestui Que Vie Act 1666

 We are all dead cargo!
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Cestui Que Vie and Union with England Acts

 CESTUI QUE VIE ACT 1666

 He who lives

 The CROWN created a trust in the formation of a company under the surname of the baby on the BIRTH CERTIFICATE, they now act as the trustee 
until proof of life has been provided, the time frame given is seven years, failure to do so means the boy/girl is then declared dead, lost at sea and the 
CROWN CORPORATION now owns it. 

 The CROWN® owns the TITLE DEED and therefore owns all TAX demands addressed to the fictional entity/PERSON. 

 UK PARLIAMENT and UK GOVERNMENT only interact with the PERSON, not living people.

 The mother and father who REGISTERED their new-born baby was unaware of this undisclosed transaction, there was no intention of the parties to 
create a trust relation. This is known as an involuntary trust – This class of trust may usually be referred to fraud, either actual or constructive, as an 
essential element. 

 As the people are unaware that this has occurred, they accept joinder to this person, not knowing all rights are owned by the foreign corporation, the 
CROWN. The CROWN can now treat the living being attached to the birth certificate/corporation as property. 

 The Law of Trademarks states, a title may become subject to property, like MR, MASTER, MISS, MS, MRS or the surname attached to a (corporate) 
person. 

 THE ACTS OF UNIONS 1707 

 The UNITED KINGDOM was created via the ACTS OF UNIONS 1707, from the use of language we can establish that the UK is governed by a different 
jurisdiction to the common laws of England. This would mean the UK is a FOREIGN power/authority. 

 Foreign: Belonging to another nation or country, belonging or attached to another jurisdiction; made, done, or rendered in another state or jurisdiction; 
subject to another; operating or solvable in another territory, extrinsic, outside, extraordinary, Non resident person, corporation, executor, etc. 

 According to the University of Oxford Style Guide, in summary only outline the use of capitals for the beginning of a Proper noun ( Specific people, 
places, holidays, religion, months, etc) but not in running text. As this does not follow the grammatical rules for the English Language, it is not English. 
(It does clarify the only time this use of language appears is for REGISTERED TRADEMARKS) 

 However, The Chicago Manual of Style, The essential guide for Writers, Editors, and Publishers 16th Edition summarized does say, Gloss American 
Sign Language, which is found in section 11.147, is an all uppercase running text, which clarifies this use of capitals is a foreign language to English. 

 Article XXV depicts that Parliaments are the decision makers, so they are acting as Head of State for the UNITED KINGDOM and not a Sovereign 
Monarch. 

 As both countries are written in a foreign language this would verify that union was never enacted under the common laws of either country, and 
therefore all of its rules and regulations are not applicable to the people. 

 Under the rule of law we are all equal, as we all possess the same authority nothing can be enforced onto an individual, which is why all of society has 
been replicated into a system of companies that have been INCORPORATED to the parent CORPORATION the UNITED KINGDOM. 
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Common Misconceptions on common 
law

 common law
 a law common to all, lex loci aka law of the place, oral tradition based on customs, 

morals & ethics

 Common Law
 or british (or English) common law, not always friend of the people, plenty of atrocities 

committed under it, sometimes case law based on previous precedents

 The Common Law
 a codified version of common law, often found in acts of parliament and constitutions, 

serving as alibi, give citizens subjects an impression of common law; sometimes 
criminal matters in civil law jurisdiction will be subject to The Common Law, due to lack 
of statutes and/or their regulations

Thanks to Jan a people for this breakdown
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Hierarchy of Law

The Creator

The Living Man or Woman

Government

Corporations

FACT

FICTION

Common Law

Legal Policies

Rules

Law of the land

Admiralty/Maritime Law
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Hierarchy of Commerce

FACT

FICTION
Corporations

Government

The Living Man or Woman

The Creator

Common Law
Legal Policies

Rules

Law of the land

Admiralty/Maritime Law
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Social 

The System

Cause no harm, 
loss or injury to 

another living soul 
or their property

Social services

Police

Local Authorities

Courts

Taxes

Fines

Statutes

Acts

Codes
Regulations

HSE
£35m just in court  
awards 2020

Licensing

LEGAL

LAWFUL

Contract Law 
requires consent

VICTIM = FACT

PREVENTATIVE = FICTION = Revenue Collection

Law of the land

Admiralty/Maritime Law

8million!!!
+8k pa

VAT 
£132billion 2019/2020
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Consent and 
Joinder

 Statutes, acts and codes are NOT laws

 Legislative rule which is given the force of law by 
consent

 Joinder means ‘to create a contract with you’

 If you are fined, the fine is an offer of contract and you 
create joinder by accepting it

 You have the right to NOT contract

 Rebut in honour
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Valid Contracts

 Parties competent to contract

 Free and genuine consent

 Full disclosure

 Valuable consideration

 Certainty of terms

 Meeting of the minds

 Autograph or signatures

 Privity of contracts
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Rebuttal
 In writing

Respond in writing within 3 
days

3 notices
1. Conditional acceptance
2. Notice of default/dishonour 

and opportunity to cure
3. Notice of default

 Affidavit
 Acts and statutes
 Chew up their system

 Face-to-face
 Ask questions (again, works in 

3’s)
 “Are you a constable or an 

officer?”

Am I obliged to answer your 
questions?

Am I being detained

 3 party response
 “The person’s details you request 

are…..”

 For the record, I do not wish to 
contract with you and I do not 
consent

 Chew up their system
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Suspected fine/tax/letter to legal fiction 
(ALL CAPS)
 On the envelope (without opening)

 Addressee not recognised

 No contract

 Criminal coercion

 Unlawful conversion

 Malfeasance in public office

 Cease and desist

 Take a photo

 Take of a photo of it being posted

 On the letter (if opened)

 Criminal coercion

 Unlawful conversion

 Malfeasance in public office

 Cease and desist

 Take a photo

 Take of a photo of it being posted
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Trust Law & Courts
 Your ALL CAPS NAME is a trust

 3 objects in a trust

 Settlor

 Trustees

 Beneficiaries

 Parties of the trust don’t need to know they are part of a trust

 Courts operate in trust law – they can only administrate your 
ALL CAPS trust

 Always be the beneficiary!!

 Never assign a position to the judge – that is contempt, just 
insist that you are the beneficiary

 https://privatesidesolutions.com/blog/2017/09/30/the-truth-
about-trusts-and-the-courts/
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Equity Law
 Chancellor is not bound by the English writ system of statute

 Cases are decided on what is morally right when there are no judicial precedents

 Equity law recognises and address unjust enrichment.

• Restraining Order/Injunctions -The court can direct a party to do or restrain from doing 
something. Injunctions can be classified as mandatory (to do something) and prohibitory
(refrain from doing something).

• Specific Performance -The court can direct a party to do something in specific; this is most 
commonly observed under the law of contracts.

• Recession -The court may relieve the parties of a contract from all its contractual 
obligations i.e. to the position as if a contract never existed between the parties concerned.

• Account of Profits – This remedy is used to prevent unjust enrichment by recovering a 
monetary value from the unjustly enriched party.

• Restitution – The court directs a party to restore something that he or she is not permitted 
to hold. This remedy is usually sought along with the relief of recession.

• Declaratory Judgment – The courts can decide on the rights and obligations of the parties 
to resolve any legal uncertainties that may arise.

• Reformation/ Rectification – The court declares certain changes in a written document, 
either in order to reflect what might have been the original provision in such document or 
to correct a contractual mistake.

• Equitable Estoppel – This is a body of rules that keeps a person from making declarations 
that are conflicting to their earlier position on specific matters under the matters examined 
in the court, or exercising a specific right, or from bringing up any claims at such instances 
the person is said to be stopped.

• Subrogation – This is the remedy where one individual is qualified to enforce the existing or 
revived rights/privileges of another for one’s own benefit/ advantage
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Principles (Maxims) of 
Equity
Maxims of equity are the principles of equity. They set out the general standards or rules which 
represent and administer the manner in which the law of equity works. They have a tendency to 
represent the characteristics of equity, as being more adaptable, receptive to individual needs, taking 
into account the previous behavior of the parties concerned, before deciding on a case. The below listed 
are some common maxims of equity law though it is considered to be an exhaustive list.

 Equity will not suffer a wrong to be without a remedy (ubi jus ibi remedium.) -This reflects that all 
wrongs can be redressed in the courts.

 Equity follows the law -this principle was established to state that equity works alongside the law 
as opposed to the idea that it competes with the rules set out in the legal system.

 He who seeks equity must do equity – The person who seeks an equitable remedy should be 
prepared to be fair and equitable to the defending party. This refers to the future actions that may 
arise after an inquiry at the courts.

 He who comes into equity must come with clean hands – It is important for the seeker of equity 
to have behaved in an equitable and just manner. This refers to the past actions of the plaintiff, 
prior to the commencement of the case at the

 Delay defeats equities – This principle established that relief would be provided only to those who 
are able to take timely action i.e. unreasonable delays limit the chances of equitable claims.

 Equality is equity – The court of law always considers the parties to the case on a leveled ground, 
based on their rights and duties.

 Equity looks to the intent rather than the form – This principle refers that the law of equity looks 
beyond the facts of the case to also understand the intention of the parties on a certain issue.

 https://pediaa.com/what-is-equity-law/
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130 years ago, you didn’t need permission to:

Travel
Own a property
Build a home
Hunt
Cut hair
Sell food

Slide recreated with permission from Shem of the family Allanson

Go fishing
Start a business
Get married
Own a weapon
Sell a product
Protest
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Empowerment



Unlienable* 
freedoms

Word magic  
un = no
a = no
Therefore, 
unalienable was 
a double 
negative – more 
legalese!

The history of inlienable rights, also referred to as “unlienable rights,” takes us back 
at least as far as the philosophy found in Athens in the 3rd Century B.C. Centuries 
later, as the Age of Enlightenment rolled through 17th Century Europe, as the 
common people fought the idea that only those born to the monarchy were 
endowed with unquestionable rights, the concept of inlienable rights was used to 
challenge the rights of kings.

As society progressed, natural rights were used to justify the establishment of social 
contracts, laws that established specific rights for individuals or groups, finally a 
government to protect legal rights. The concept of inlienable rights had made its 
mark on the world, though there has been much controversy and differing beliefs 
on what such rights are. Philosophers and scholars, who held widely differing 
beliefs, generally agree on the one point that inlienable rights are something that 
cannot be taken from the people, even at the hands of the government.

For example, John Locke, 17th Century English philosopher, discussed the concept 
of natural rights as he advanced the idea that life, liberty, and property were 
fundamental rights that people could not be forced to surrender. It was Thomas 
Jefferson who later adopted Locke’s belief with the slightly modified statement 
placed at the beginning of the Declaration of Independence: “We hold these 
truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by 
their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and 
the pursuit of Happiness.”
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unlienable rights are the inherent, sovereign, natural rights that  
existed long before the creation of the State. These can never 

be taken away, diminished, altered, or levied by the State, 
except by due process of law. 

Nor can any unlienable right be fundamentally removed or 
waived by contract, whether by non disclosure, which is fraud 
and unenforceable in law, or knowingly by sufferance, which is  
contrary to the spirit of the law and prejudicial to sovereignty.

These rights belong to EVERY living being EVERYWHERE on the Earth

Slide recreated with permission from Shem of the family Allanson
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Unlienable freedoms
 1.The right to contract or not contract which is unlimited

 2.The right to a safe place to lay ones head

 3.The right to be the masters of our creations including the creation called parliament/government

 4.The right to freedom of speech and peaceful association assembly

 5.The right to earn a living income being compensated with a wage or salary in fair exchange for ones 
work

 6.The right to vote

 7.The right of travelling by whatever means in the ordinary course of ones life and business unless 
causing harm or damage

 8.The right to privacy and confidentiality free from unwarranted intrusion or trespass

 9.The right to own and hold properties in fee simple lawfully without trespass or unwarranted intrusion 
by governments or individuals

 10.The right to self defence when threatened with harm, loss or deceit

 11.The right to due process of law with notice and opportunity to defend

 12.The right to be presumed innocent suffering no detention or arrests no search and seizure without 
reasonable cause

 13.The right to remain silent when accused as not to incriminate oneself

 14.The right to equality and equal representation

 15.The right to trail by jury being a impartial panel of ones peers when threatened with harm or loss
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 16.The right of appeals against conviction sentence or both

 17.The right to expose knowledge of ones fundamental unalienable rights as free sovereign men 
and women

 18.The right to protection from abuse of all kinds, including persecutions tyranny and war

 19.The right to refuse to kill by command by reason of conscience

 20.The right to live free of unwarranted fee or penalty unless causing harm

 21.The right to our daily bread and the fruits of ones labours in full without taxes rates or duties

 22.The equal right to our children after divorce or separation

 23.The right to travel overseas unhindered unless causing harm or damage to people or property

 24.The right to equal defence in law regardless of ones financial status

 25.The right to travel unhindered unmolested by police unless seen causing an offence

 26.The right to equal opportunities, education and employment regardless of ones financial 
status

 27.The right to self governance

 28.The right to self determination

 29.The right to individual sovereignty

 30.The right to self ownership
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Bill of Rights 1688/9
The Subject’s 

Rights.

•And thereupon 
the said Lords 
Spirituall and 
Temporall and 
Commons 
pursuant to their 
respective Letters 
and Elections 
being now 
assembled in a 
full and free 
Representative 
of this Nation 
takeing into their 
most serious 
Consideration 
the best meanes 
for attaining the 
Ends aforesaid 
Doe in the first 
place (as their 
Auncestors in like 
Case have 
usually done) for 
the Vindicating 
and Asserting 
their auntient 
Rights and 
Liberties, Declare

Dispensing Power.

•That the 
pretended 
Power of 
Suspending of 
Laws or the 
Execution of 
Laws by Regall 
Authority without 
Consent of 
Parlyament is 
illegall.

Late dispensing 
Power.

•That the 
pretended 
Power of 
Dispensing with 
Laws or the 
Execution of 
Laws by Regall 
Authoritie as it 
hath beene 
assumed and 
exercised of late 
is illegall.

Ecclesiastical 
Courts illegal.

•That the 
Commission for 
erecting the late 
Court of 
Commissioners 
for Ecclesiasticall 
Causes and all 
other 
Commissions and 
Courts of like 
nature are Illegall 
and Pernicious.

Levying Money.

•That levying 
Money for or to 
the Use of the 
Crowne by 
pretence of 
Prerogative 
without Grant of 
Parlyament for 
longer time or in 
other manner 
then the same is 
or shall be 
granted is Illegall.

Right to petition.

•That it is the Right 
of the Subjects to 
petition the King 
and all 
Commitments 
and Prosecutions 
for such 
Petitioning are 
Illegall.

Standing Army.

•That the raising 
or keeping a 
standing Army 
within the 
Kingdome in time 
of Peace unlesse 
it be with 
Consent of 
Parlyament is 
against Law.
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Bill of Rights 1688/9
•That the Subjects which are Protestants may have Arms for their Defence suitable to their Conditions and as allowed by 
Law.

Subjects’ Arms.

•That Election of Members of Parlyament ought to be free.

Freedom of Election.

•That the Freedome of Speech and Debates or Proceedings in Parlyament ought not to be impeached or questioned in 
any Court or Place out of Parlyament.

Freedom of Speech.

•That excessive Baile ought not to be required nor excessive Fines imposed nor cruell and unusuall Punishments inflicted.

Excessive Bail.

•That Jurors ought to be duely impannelled and returned . . . 

Juries.

•That all Grants and Promises of Fines and Forfeitures of particular persons before Conviction are illegall and void.

Grants of Forfeitures.

•And that for Redresse of all Grievances and for the amending strengthening and preserveing of the Lawes Parlyaments
ought to be held frequently. 

Frequent Parliaments.
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Exit Strategy Part 1
 Find your backbone (hold your position)

 Decondition yourself and your woke loved ones

 Shake off authority – it is granted power

 Only you can hold your position – you need to learn how to do it yourself

 Remember, you are descendants from survivors/warriors

 Living status – to declare or not declare?

 Protect your property (shield wall)

 Put it all into a private trust

 Run your business through the trust

 Own nothing, control everything

 Trespass notices

 Conditional acceptances – liability

 Trade outside of the system

 Join your local community assembly/hub

 Community Assemblies of Kernow

 The Freedom Network

 Join a trade union that fights for your rights

 Workers of England and Wales

 Lawful dissent or common law court

 Learn common, contract, equity and trust law, bill of rights and legalese (choose your weapons)

 Stop feeding the beast

 Fight fines

 Avoid taxes

 Cancel TV Licence

 Rebut

 Remedy – commercial liens

 BOOKS!

“To write is to wage war”
~Voltaire
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Exit Strategy Part 2
 Stop using fiat money (remove the shackles)

 Banksters (Rothschild Cartel)

 Debt slavery

 Wipe debts and mortgages

 Trade with each other and cut ‘them’ out

 Support local businesses and stay away from mega corps such as Amazon

 Precious metals

 Bitcoin

 Get and stay healthy (train hard)

 Consider the previous resets

 Stay away from the NHS (Rockefeller School of Poison Medicine)

 Exercise

 Eat well – Contagion myth pg 100

 Grow your own

 Farmacy Co-op

 WATER!

 Filtration/RO

 Sleep well

 Come off the chemicals

 Detox your mind

 Don’t watch or listen to mainstream media

 Come off of toxic social media like FB, Insta and Twitter

 Stay away from the fear porn – it comes from both sides!

 Up your privacy, stop using Google, Whatsapp, Messenger etc

 Simplify your life
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Warning!

 Using Common Law or the Magna Carta is not a shield!

 Authorities are only told what they need to know, so many don’t know 
what CL or MC is 

 It tends to wind some authorities/coppers up

 They don’t back off just because you know your stuff, remember, you are 
in a slavery system, they won’t let you go easily

 This rabbit hole (warren) is DEEP

 Empower yourself through knowledge and experience

 Try on small scale stuff and share what works

 They will evolve as we do, we will need to keep changing to stay on top 
of it

 Don’t say ‘NO’

 Rebut with honour, you are allowed to say ‘no’ but you have to do it from 
a place of integrity

 Use the system against them

 Verify everything you see and hear

 Especially before you use it in a letter

 Deal only with facts and accepted fiction

 SHARE

 Help each other

 We need to be in this TOGETHER
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Using Discord
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Thank you for 
joining us!
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